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Summary 

Cílem této bakalářské práce je zmapovat a zjistit přístup k výuce literatury na 

školách v Irsku na středoškolské úrovni a srovnat jej s přístupem na školách v České 

republice. Pro zachování objektivnosti byl na české straně zkoumán přístup k výuce 

literatury na úrovni vzdělání základního s důležitými odkazy na úrovni středoškolské. 

Výsledků bylo dosaženo studiem kurikula a návrhů k jeho zpracování, analýzou sylaba 

a úvahou nad jinými důležitými informacemi týkajícími se přístupu ke vzdělání a s tím 

souvisejícím kulturním dědictvím. Vzhledem k důležitosti citlivého přístupu k literatuře 

a chápání jejího jedinečného odkazu pro jedince i společnost byly zkoumány přístupy 

ke vzdělání v oblasti literatury. Přínosem této práce by měla být úvaha a podněty pro 

další výzkumy v oblasti chápání vztahů mezi uvědomováním si a doceňováním 

kulturního dědictví a vzděláním. Proto se tato práce zabývá vývojem dítěte, vzděláním, 

rozborem daného kurikula a literárními principy a přístupy ve vzdělání. 

The aim of this bachelor thesis is to map and to detect the approach to literature 

education in Ireland on post-primary level in comparison to the Czech approach. In the 

Czech Republic primary education has been researched along with important references 

to the secondary level. The aim was fulfilled by studying the curriculum and the 

suggestions for its elaboration into the school programme, by analysing the syllabus 

and by reasoning over the important information relevant to the educational approach 

together with the cultural heritage. The approaches to education in respect to literature 

have been researched in order to understand the importance of sensitive literary 

approach and the understanding of its unique bequest to individuals as well as society. 

The contribution of this thesis is to incite reasoning and further research in 

understanding the relation between awareness and appreciation of cultural heritage and 

education. Therefore this thesis deals with the child development, education analysing 

the curriculum and literary principles and approaches in education. 
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Introduction 

An education, particularly in literature, is one of the most important means 

carrying an opportunity to give young people the chance to prepare their minds to be 

sensible, independent, creative and sensitive. It should be understood that such an 

opportunity is actually a powerful tool which should be used in the most positive way. 

This thesis focuses on the understanding and appreciation of the value set by 

creative personalities. Those particular personalities are, for the purpose of this thesis 

writers whose work is highly appreciated and recognized all over the world. A writer's 

work expresses his or her individuality, especially the creative part of his or her 

individuality, and can also contribute to the creative part of other individuals. The sum 

of those individuals represents the whole world. Writers' artifacts carry many eternal, 

mainly spiritual truths, which are equal parts along with the rational ones, constituting 

the world we live in. 

The fact that teachers have an immense and unique opportunity to present not 

only information to students but also help them to acquire knowledge and develop their 

own potentional in the context of their own culture is the premise of this thesis. It is 

fundamental to emphasize that literature teachers are in a special position. This special 

position gives teachers the opportunity to encourage their students to understand their 

very own unique potentional and incite the awerness of one's own personal importance 

within the framework of the closest surroundings as well as society at large; moreover 

it can encourage them to understand their potential even within the framework of one's 

own nation or the whole world. By pointing out great national personalities such as 

writers and by gradual concentrated work with such material, the teacher can bring 

about an awereness of great national personalities, in this case writers, into students' 

minds. Such personalities can be introduced and put into a light that helps students 

realize that such personalities are being perhaps not ordinary but definitely human 

beings like them. Students would discover that thanks to beliefs, ambitions, hard work, 

devotion and similar qualities the writer in question has become or can become widely 

appreciated. That altogether represents what literature education may convey. 
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1.1 Motivation 

By experiencing and studying Irish culture, a tendency toward a positive 

national pride and respect to tradition can be traced there. Particularly in the capital 

city, in Dublin, there is culture on almost every corner celebrating the great national 

artists. Even the young starting artists are given opportunities to carry the artistic 

tradition actively. It is difficult to pass by the various memorials devoted to local 

important personalities without noticing them. There is stress put on the national, 

mainly local writers. There are museums, centres and ongoing programmes devoted to 

such personalities. 

It can conceive the idea that such appreciation of national personalities, 

particularly writers, must be seeded, raised and cultivated in children already. It could 

be expected that literature teachers incite students to be aware and appreciate local 

writers as a source of history and tradition continuity, a source of beauty that art offers, 

a source of inspiration for creativity as well as to one own's life. 

In order to introduce and inspire interesting views, the other aspect of this thesis 

is dealing with and considering the fact that precious literature personalities exist in the 

Czech Rerpublic as well. Based on personal consideration, there is not such a direct and 

obvious connection with great national writers and their exhibition together with praise 

noticable in such a way as in Dublin. Therefore the involvement of Czech writers in 

literature syllabus has been researched. 

1.2 The Aim and Achievements 

The aim of this thesis is to study and compare the different attitudes to 

Literature education in Ireland and in the Czech Republic. The contribution is to set the 

idea of the educational system and cultre-literary appreciation in coherent relation. 

Literature education in respect to the age of dramatic development of children has been 

analyzed on post-primary level in Ireland and in corespondance with that the Czech 

literature education has been analyzed on primary and secondary level in the Czech 

Republic. 
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1.3 Structure, Methods and Problems 

As an introductory view into the questions induced the literary communication 

is being discussed firstly. Following matter deals with child development and 

education. The Irish school system with the focus on Literature syllabus is discussed 

next and then the Czech one follows. Based on the analyses of those matters all taken 

into consideration, conclusion has been conducted in the end of this discourse. 

This thesis is historicaly comparative featuring the analyses of Educational 

systems in Ireland and the Czech Republic with respect to Literature Education. 

The problem of this thesis in respect to practical matters was the communication 

with Irish authorities in question. For practical purpose the understanding of Irish 

Educational system was to be researched based on communication and exchanging 

information with actual authorities concerned, namely representatives of post-primary 

schools. For not being able to be in Ireland physicaly, the communication was kept on 

an electronic level. 

The initiation of this thesis research was based on authority advice from the 

South Eastern Regional Office, Department of Education & Science in Ireland. To see 

the actual electronic mail, please see the Appendix 1 placed in the end of this thesis. 

The endavour to achieve practical perspective on the Literature Education has 

been restrained on behalf of the dependancy on electronic communication. Eventually a 

qualifying authority was reached for communication and sharing professional 

experience. That has contributed to farther questions and considerations, it has 

regarded the matters discussed in practical aspect and it has contributed to further 

possible research. In order to regard the influence of this professional opinion on the 

character of this thesis, an electronic mail is to be seen in the Appendix 2. 

1.4 The Synopsis of Backround - Objective Matters 

In order to study, analyse and compare the Irish and the Czech Educational 

system comprehensively there need to be a basic connection and the general diffrences 

between them introduced. 
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The organisations and institutions responsible for the Educational system are 

being refered to in the following discourse. The contemporary Educational system in 

general emphasising the field of Literature is the main body of this thesis. 

Another matter playing an important role in contemporary Education is the 

historical development of the countries in question. This should be put forth to a 

reader's attention if it is in his or her interest as this fact is not under discussion in this 

work. The importance of history is not being disregarded but it is not possible to 

discuss it within the frame of this thesis. The significance of religion falls into this 

category as well. 

At least it should be brought to attention that both republics went through 

complicated development. The Republic of Ireland stands on the Constitution of Ireland 

which "came into force 29 December 1937"1 replacing "the Constitution of the Irish 

Free State "2 enacted in 19223. The Educational matters are basicaly established in it. 

Relevent legislation can be found on the website of the Department of Education and 

Science. Another fact relevant to the purpose of this thesis appearing on the Wikipedia 

website is the "growth in the economy since the 1960s...it has driven much of the 

change in the education system"4. 

In comparison the Czech Educational system "is based on a long tradition 

beginning in 1774, when compulsory school attendance was instituted"5. The Czech 

Republic has undergone many changes since then and various laws have been passed. 

The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports "was founded by Supreme Edict No. 

LXXI/34 Coll. of 23rd March 1848"6. The contemporary situation has been discussed 

futher. 

1 The Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_Ireland>, last modified 
on 17 March 2009, retrieved on 29 March 2009. 

2 ibid. 
3 The Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_the_Irish_Free_State>, 

last modified on 25 March 2009, retrieved on 29 March 2009. 
4 The Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., 

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education_in_the_Republic_of_Ireland>, last modified on 15 March 
2009, retrieved on 29 March 2009. 

5 The Official Website of the Czech Republic, <http://www.czech.cz/en/work-study/education-and-
studying/educational-system/the-czech-education-system?i=>, operated by the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, retrieved on 29 March 2009. 

6 The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic, 
<http://www.msmt.cz/ministry/history>, copyright MSMT 2006, retrieved on 29 March 2009. 
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The usage of language may play another significant role concerning the 

education process. Ireland uses English as "the primary medium of instruction at all 

levels except...in schools in which Irish is the working language and which are 

increasingly popular"1 and other exceptions. 

This issue does not need to be dealt with in the Czech Republic as the only 

language of the Czech Republic is Czech. 

Another interesting and relevant reference should be made in correspondence to 

the purpose of this thesis. Based on the report on Measuring Ireland's Progress 2007 

cited on the Wikipedia website "Ireland has the second best reading literacy for 

teenagers in the EU, after Finland"2 while the Czech Republic reached the nineteenth 

position3. This issue could be analysed in more detailed and also broder scope but this 

thesis discourse is about literature education treatment, it does not deal with facts 

examining students' abilities. 

It would be for further research to study, analyse and to compare the historical 

and cultural backround of both republics, as it would be relevant to the character of this 

thesis. The research of educational systems together with literature, language and 

culture study have brought up more questions and discussions to be developed in other 

research. 

1 The Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education_in_the_Republic_of_Ireland>, last modified on 15 March 
2009, retrieved on 29 March 2009. 

2 ibid. 
3 Measuring Ireland's Progress 2007, 

<http://www.cso.ie/releasespublications/documents/other_releases/2007/progress2007/measuringirelan 
dsprogress.pdf>, Central Statistics Office, Government of Ireland copyright 2008, retrieved on 29 
March 2009. 
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2 Literary Communication 

It is interesting to notice the connection between literature perception and the 

way the ones perceving it view, perceive and understand the world they live in. 

Pavelka, J. in his Předpoklady Literárního Dorozumívání (Literary Communication 

Expectations, translation mine) besides many other subjects discusses the concept of 

imagination as a premise to human communication.1 Any kind of discourse he 

designates as "the Worlds of Words"2 (translation mine). Those Worlds of Words he 

understands as something that "transcends the frame of traditionally defined linguistic 

reality as it includes the human behaviour and his or her overall communication 

processes"3 (translation mine). In other words it plays an important role for instance in 

the relation "between someone's inner world and the outside world"4 (translation mine). 

The ability to imagine, the process of literature perception and therefore also creation 

(as the recepient is considered mentally active in the process of reading) and the 

constitution of one's own view of the world he or she lives in can be brought together 

deserving attention. "One's own conception of the world depands on the language he or 

she uses"5 (translation mine) and therefore it should be considered important to convey 

the literary world to children and young people in order to offer them a wider view on 

the world and life. Pavelka, J. in his Předpoklady Literárního Dorozumívání declares 

that the Worlds of Words represent one of "the most important elements of the human 

world"6 (translation mine). 

This issue is discussed here as it conveys the connection between an individual 

perception and understanding of the world in the context of the individual's position in 

the world and the cultural backround the individual comes from. For the purpose of this 

thesis understanding one's own national language and the use of that language in order 

to be able to connect with literature, consider literature values and hope for the impulse 

to improve and develop spiritually and mentally. Retrospectively the understanding and 

1 Pavelka, J. Předpoklady Literárního Dorozumívání. Spisy Masarykovy Univerzity v Brně, Filosofická 
fakulta 1998, pp. 35. 

2 ibid., pp. 15 
3 ibid. 
4 ibid., pp. 17 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid., pp. 15 
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use of language diversifies from one's own cultural and other backround. As the Irish 

culture seems to notably celebrate it's own national heritage with respect to literature 

bequest, the coherency with literature education seems accurate to be discussed and that 

is the purpose of this thesis. 

3 Education and Child Development 

"Where am I coming from? From my childhood"1 

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 

Development and expansion of knowledge happens gradually, following certain 

rules of logical order. First, a child learns general skills and gradually comes to a deeper 

understanding of matters. That is what institutional education is based on. At lower 

levels children learn to concentrate, to focus on specific matters, to think analytically 

and many other skills. Such skills are being developed further, according to the level of 

education which goes hand in hand with the general development of humans. Central 

for this thesis is the development of the human mind. 

It is the responsibility of every state to take this into account while creating its 

educational system. It doesn't include only the number and levels of schools. Every 

state creates its own curriculum; that is general guidelines that, put into practice, should 

provide a child with appropriate skills and knowledge. There are general guidelines for 

overall education as well as for each field of related subjects. 

3.1 Child Development Features 

When studying Czech publications from different time periods it is obvious that 

even though the political and social system changes, the basic rules of child 

development remain the same. There are certain patterns in this development. For 

example A. N. Leont'jev says " in nature as well as in society there is the development 

process happening according to certain rules like every development process; also the 

' Doc.MUDr. Lisá, L. CSc., PhDr. Kňourková, M. Vývoj dítěte a jeho úskalí. Avicenum. Praha 1986, 
pp. 5 
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intellectual and the mental development of a child happens according to certain rules"1 

(translation mine). Obviously this does not apply only to Czech children but to all 

children in general. The rules of development are a known fact. 

There is a certain order in the stages of child development happening from 

conception to adulthood. It is generally recognized that the stages of child development 

are divided into "age stages" while one must take "individual specifics" of each 

individual child into one's consideration, as it is also explained for instantance in J. 

Čáp's Psychologie výchovy a vyučování. This is important to know and to respect it in 

order to bring up and educate healthy and developing children. 

As this thesis focuses on education, specificly on the subject of literature, it is 

suitable to concentrate on and mention a few words about the intellectual and mental 

development rather than the physical one. The reason for it is to understand the way a 

child's mind works and takes in information and perceives the world. For instance as M. 

Vágnerová and L. Valentová say "the mental development is a process of gradual 

changes, formations and improvements of mental processes and their qualities. At the 

same time there is a personality integration happening through the development of 

inborn dispositions in an interaction with the enviroment"4 (translation mine). Those 

processes are happening simultaneously, influencing each other. 

The process of education respects those above mentioned developmental 

processes and their rules. In order to bring the content of education into effect, "the 

individual and age specifics must be taken into consideration"5. 

This work is focused on literature education of the age group 12-18. The reason 

for that is based on the fact that in this age "the questions of one's own identity are of 

intensive and dramatic content and the search for the meaning of life and human action 

is becoming more important and urgent"6. Just in that age there is a great opportunity to 

support and inspire young people in their development therefore in their lives. 

' Leonťjev, A. N. Rozumový vývoj dítěte. Dědictví Komenského, SPN, Praha 1951, pp. 20 
2 ibid., pp. 6 
3 ibid. 
4 Vágnerová, M. Valentová, L. Psychický vývoj dítěte a jeho variabilita. Karolinum, Praha 1992, pp. 9 
5 Rámcový vydělávací program pro základní vzdělávání s přílohou upravující vzdělávání žáků s lehkým 

mentálním postižením. Výzkumný ústav pedagogický v Praze 2005, p. 116 
6 Doc.MUDr. Lisá, L. CSc., PhDr. Kňourková, M .Vývoj dítěte a jeho úskalí. Avicenum. Praha 1986, 

pp. 237 
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3.2 The Role of Education 

To fulfil the aim of this work and for the reason that Czech educational system 

and Irish educational system vary in some aspects, it is therefore appropriate to base 

and focus mainly on the general aims of basic education in the Czech system and in the 

Irish system base the general aims on secondary education. For the specific literature 

material it is suitable to operate with prescribed material for Leaving Certificate State 

Examination both in the Czech Republic and Ireland. 

At present, basic education in the Czech Republic "lays the basis for the lifelong 

learning of the entire population. Hence it is very important what education 

opportunities it offers, what educational environment it creates, how it motivates people 

to learn, how it influences the personal development of each pupil, how it prepares 

them for life and for living and acting together with others, how it equips them for 

personal life and work, as well as to adapt in today's fast-moving world"1. 

To compare it with Irish education, which is fundamental for this thesis, Irish 

secondary education is "building on the foundation of primary education; second-level 

education aims to provide a comprehensive, high-quality learning environment which 

enables all students to live full lives, appropriate to their stage of development, and to 

realise their potential as individuals and as citizens. It aims to prepare students for adult 

life and to help them proceed to further education or directly to employment".2 

' Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport. National Programm for the development of education in the 
Czech Republic <http://aplikace.msmt.cz/pdfwhitepaper.pdf>. First published 4 December 2002, 
updated by Nezval Jiff on 1 February 2007, retrieved on 17 February. 

2 Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/home/home.jsp?maincat=&pcategory=17216&ecategory=20658&sectionpag 
e= 12251 &language=EN&link=link001 &page= 1 &doc=l 8628>, retrieved on 18 February 2009. 
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4 The Irish School System 

In Ireland the age stages fundamental for this thesis focus fall within secondary 

education whereas in the Czech Republic such age stages fall into both primary 

education and secondary education. To be able to compare the Irish Educational system 

with the Czech one in terms of Literature, it is reasonable to deal with the Leaving 

Certificate State Examination besides the curriculum of post-primary level as it is taken 

at a similar age group. Besides that the Leaving Certificate State Examination falls into 

non-compusory study period and has similar importance. 

According to the official website of the National Council for Curriculum and 

Assessment (thereinafter the NCCA), "there are several types of post-primary school. 

They follow the curriculum prescribed by the State and offer two State examinations, 

Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate that take place at the end of junior cycle and 

senior cycle. Students are required to complete three years of post-primary education. 

Most often, students complete the junior cycle (lower secondary education) between the 

ages of 12 and 15"'. After that there is "the non-compulsory period of education and is 

usually taken by students between the ages of 15 andl8"2. 

4.1 Irish Curriculum 

In order to understand how the Irish Curriculum is created and the school 

planning is done, what follows is a part of the curriculum document taken from the 

official website of the NCCA and it says: 

The curriculum for Irish's post-primary schools is determined by the Minister 

for Education and Science who is advised by the NCCA. Ireland has a centrally devised 

curriculum and there is a strong emphasis on school and classroom planning. To suit 

the individual school, adaptation of the curriculum is achieved through the preparation 

and continuous updating of a school plan. Also the selection of text books and 

1 The National Council for Curriculum and Assesment, 
<http://www.ncca.ie/index.asp?locID=241&docID=-l>, retrived on 17 February 2009, mainteiner the 
NCCA. 

2 ibid. 
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classroom resources to support the implementation of the curriculum is made by 

schools, rather than by the Department of Education and Science or the NCCA. There 

are several types of post-primary school which follow the curriculum prescribed by the 

State and which offer the two State examinations - the Junior Certificate and the 

Leaving Certificate that take place at the end of the junior cycle and the senior cycle.1 

(The NCCA) 

The NCCA recommendations are "set out in A Programme for Reform 

(1993)"2. Out of those recommendations proceeds the "White Paper on Education 

(1995) which states that on completion of the junior cycle, all students, in accordance 

with their abilities and aptitudes, should have achieved a number of intended 

outcomes"3. The ollowing examples are to illustrate those outcomes: 

-"competence in literacy, numeracy and spoken language skills which will allow them 

to participate as young adults in society 

- experience in various domains of activity - artistic, intellectual, scientific, physical 

and practical 

- formative experience in moral, religious and spiritual education 

- knowledge and appreciation of their social, cultural and physical heritage and 

environment 

- understanding and appreciation of the central concepts of citizenship 

- understanding and appreciation of the value of thinking and learning and a positive 

attitude towards schooling and the opportunities it offers"4. 

"The general aim of teaching English at Junior Cycle is to reinforce and 

continue the work of the primary school in nurturing the intellectual, imaginative and 

emotional growth of each student by developing his or her personal proficiency in the 

arts and skills of language. This personal proficiency involves three dynamically 

interrelated elements: personal literacy, social literacy and cultural literacy. The 

1 The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 
<http://www.ncca.ie/index.asp?locID=61&docID=-l>. Retrieved on 31 January 2009, mainteiner the 

^ NCCA. 
2 The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 

<http://www.ncca.ie/uploadedfiles/JuniorCycleReview/CurriculumReviewatJuniorCycle.pdf>. 
Retrieved on 21 February 2009, mainteiner the NCCA. 

3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
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interdependence of these elements is the essential foundation for the successful 

teaching of English in the Junior Cycle"1. 

Similar to the Czech content of literature tution, "teachers are free to choose 

their own texts and materials to achieve the objectives of the programme, to ensure that 

learners are enabled to achieve the learning outcomes appropriate to the general aims of 

the syllabus"2. 

As three elements in the subject of English language on the Junior Cycle level 

are emphasised, their specific features should be briefely mentioned. On the personal 

literacy level there should be "respect shown for each student's linguistic competence 

and the community characteristics of his or her language use...the student should be 

encouraged to explore, order, express and symbolise a wide range of intellectual, 

imaginative, affective and sensuous experience"3. Then there is the social literacy level 

on which it is stressed that "it is mainly through language that the individual person is 

equipped to participate fully in society in a variety of roles. The student should be 

introduced to the range of linguistic skills demanded by society and be encouraged to 

use them accurately"4. On the cultural level it is important to introduce the student "to 

the skills of reading, viewing and listening to a range of literary and media genre for 

aesthetic pleasure"5. Specificaly it means that "the student should be encouraged: 

- to become aware of his o rher own sensuous, imagistic, affective and intellectual 

responses 

- to become aware of the pattern of words, forms, sounds and images which occasioned 

these responses 

- to re-read, review and reflect as necessary disciplines 

' The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 
<http://www.curriculumonline.ie/index.asp?locID=424&docID=-l>. Retrieved on 21 February 2009, 
mainteiner the NCCA. 

2 ibid. 
3 The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 

<http://www.curriculumonline.ie/uploadedfiles/PDF/jc_english_sy.pdf>. Retrieved on 21 February 
2009, mainteiner the NCCA 

4 ibid. 
5 ibid. 
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- to interpret orally and attempt performances and productions"1. 

4.2 The English Syllabus and the Leaving Certificate 

The Leaving Certificate Programmes can be taken at Ordinary or Higher Level. 

In the time of entering the Leaving Certificate Programme "most students will have had 

about fourteen years of mother-tongue education and it is not unreasonable to expect a 

certain competency at this stage. Consequently the guidelines focus on developing the 

advanced reading and writing skills students need for entering adult life."2 

A document issued by the Department of Education and Science says that 

central to Leaving Certificate English is "the development of students' interest in 

literature"3. 

Examining the Irish curriculum and the English syllabus it is understood that the 

concept of language is considered "fundamental to learning, communication, personal 

and cultural identity, and relationships"4. 

The English syllabus "aims at initiating students into enriching experiences with 

language so that they become more adept and thoughtful users of it and more critically 

aware of its power and significance in their lives"5. 

The educational system emphasizes "the development of a range of literacy and 

oral skills in a variety of domains, personal, social, and cultural"6. Students are being 

encouraged to "develop a more sophisticated range of skills and concepts. These should 

enable them to become independent learners who can operate in the world beyond the 

school in a range of contexts. 

1 The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 
<http://www.curriculumonline.ie/uploadedfiles/PDF/jc_english_sy.pdf>. Retrieved on 21 February 
2009, mainteiner the NCCA. 

2 The Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/lc_english_guide.pdf?language=EN>. Retrieved on 3 
February 2009 

3 The Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/lc_english_sy.pdf?Ianguage=EN>. Retrieved on 31 
January 2009 

4 The National Council for Curriculum and Asessment, 
<http://www.curriculumonline.ie/uploadedfiles/PDF/lc_english_guide.pdf>. Retrieved on 8 March 
2009, mainter the NCCA. 

5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 
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English at this level should excite students with aesthetic experiences and 

emphasize the richness of meanings and recreational pleasure to be encountered in 

literature and in the creative play of language. Students should be engaged with the 

voice of literature, learn to dialogue critically with it, and come to understand its 

significance and value"1. 

If we look at the aims of the English syllabus we can see that they are to 

develop several abilities. Among those abilities is "a mature and critical literacy to 

prepare the students for responsibilities and challenges of adult life in all contexts, a 

respect and appreciation for language used accurately and appropriately, a competence 

in a wide range of language skills both oral and written; and mainly (for the purpose of 

this work) an awareness of the value of literature in its diverse forms for enriching the 

student's perceptions, for enhancing their sense of cultural identity, and for creating 

experiences of aesthetic pleasure" . 

According to the commentary on aims given in the English syllabus document, 

"it is a complex task to become literate in modern society"3. It is the school's aim to 

ensure "the development of interest and enjoyment in using language, a respect for its 

potential to make meaning and an appreciation of its diverse cultural manifestations"4. 

Further on it claims that "if students are reflective about language they should come to 

recognize its unique power. They will come to see acts of speaking, listening, reading 

and writing not just as instrumental skills but as interpretative, creative activities 

through which specific meanings can be placed on experience. Through using language 

accurately and appropriately, they themselves can realize a sense of personal 

significance and discover how words can work for them in revealing meanings, inviting 

thought, and facilitating effective communication"5. 

Studying the English syllabus it is obvious that its creators find it necessary to 

understand that "students cannot be taught concepts, skills and processes unless they 

' National Council for Curriculum and Asessment, 
<http://www.curriculumonline.ie/uploadedfiles/PDF/lc_english_sy.pdf >. Retrieved on 8 March 2009. 

2 ibid. 
3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
5 ibid 
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find their encounters with language meaningful"1 and that "students will not respect 

language and their use of it unless they feel it contributes to their sense of 
understanding of the world"2. Therefore "in trying to achieve these objectives it is vital 

that teachers introduce students to texts which create a meaningful context and invite 

dialogue and interaction. This interaction can be fostered by encouraging students to 

adopt a variety of critical stances, to question the authority of texts and to compare and 

contrast texts"3. In the aesthetic use of language "students should encounter a wide 

range of texts in a variety of literary genres including fiction, drama, essay, poetry and 

film in an imaginative, responsive and critical manner"4. 

4.2.1 Guidelines for Teachers 

'The limits of my language are the limits of my world.'5 

There are Teacher Guidelines "developed in association with the revised 

Leaving Certificate English syllabus, through the NCCA course committee. The 

Guidelines are intended as both a permanent resource for teachers and a resource for 

use in the in-career development program for teachers, sponsored by the Department of 

Education and Science"6. The NCCA revises "the subject syllabuses for the Leaving 

Certificate program in the context of the national program of curriculum reform"7 at the 

request of the Minister for Education and Science. The Teacher Guidelines are 

represented by the Rationale of Syllabus. 

' National Council for Curriculum and Asessment, 
<http://www.curriculumonline.ie/uploadedfiles/PDF/lc_english_sy.pdf >. Retrieved on 8 March 2009, 
maintainer the NCCA. 

2 ibid. 
3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
5 National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 

<http://www.curriculumonline.ie/uploadedfiles/PDF/lc_english_guide.pdf>. Retrieved on 31 January 
2009 

6 ibid. 
7 ibid. 
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4.2.2 The Rationale of Syllabus 

The Teacher Guidelines consider that "many read little, write less and 

consequently have lost respect for language and the way they use it"1. The Teacher 

Guidelines, published jointly by the NCCA and the Department of Education and 

Science, suggests that if this loss of respect for language "is to be changed and 

advanced competencies and understandings nurtured, the students must experience the 

significance and power of language in their own personal and social contexts"2. 

Therefore it is understood that to be successful in that, "literacy development must be 

contextualized within meaningful experiences of language"3. 

There are "five fundamental ideas about language and language development 

based on the revised syllabus"4. Those five fundamental ideas are described in the 

Teacher Guidelines as follows: 

1. Language, identity and power 

Language is the chief means by which we make sense of our experience. 

Language gives us a sense of personal and cultural identity, enables us to relate to each 

other and gives us power in multitudinous ways, from engaging in gossip to rejoicing in 

poetry. If we lack expertise in language we become vulnerable to the power of those 

who are proficient in language. Language gives power in more ways than one; it can 

liberate but it can also imprison.5 

(The Department of Education and Science) 

2. Language, meaning and values 

Language is neither a transparent medium nor a neutral instrument of 

communication. Language in use is value laden; it carries within its structures and 

choice of words an implicit statement of the writer's or the speaker's social and moral 

1 The Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/lc_english_guide.pdf?language=EN>. Retrieved on 3 
February 2009 

2 ibid. 
3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
5 ibid. 
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outlook. However, meaning in 'language in use' is not fixed but is always an area of 

interpretation depending on the context and point of view of the specific users. Think 

about the contrasting range and nuances of meaning which the term 'Irish' carries when 

used by such different individuals as an Irish-American, an Ulster Unionist, or a person 

from the Gaeltacht.1 

(The Department of Education and Science) 

3. Language as shape 

Language does not reflect reality like a mirror; language creates its own view of 

reality. Language is dynamic and depending on a variety of factors puts specific shapes 

on reality. These language shapes can be called genres. The role of English is to 

develop students' ability to comprehend these genres in all their diversity, to understand 

and appreciate how they work and so come eventually to compose in them. In that way 

the students themselves should be interpreting, making meanings and learning to 

communicate effectively. 

(The Department of Education and Science) 

4. Critical literacy 

The revised syllabus seeks to develop a critical literacy in students. This is a 

stance relative to texts, no matter what their source or pedigree, which is directed 

towards questioning texts, challenging their authority and argueing their apparent and 

accepted statements. In this way it is hoped that an authentic dialogue can take place 

between students and texts which will generate significant personal meanings and 

enrich the students' lives. Critical literacy encourages students to see texts not as 

statements of closure or as answers but as opportunities for dialogue and speculation.3 

(The Department of Education and Science) 

1 The Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/lc_english_guide.pdf?language=EN>. Retrieved on 3 
February 2009 

2 ibid. 
3 ibid. 
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5. Language awareness 

To use language most effectively students need to develop an understanding of 

how language actually works to create meanings; they should be able to reflect on their 

own language use and that of others. Therefore students must have a language that talks 

about language, a meta-language; lacking this, students remain embedded in words and 

instead of controlling words the words are controlling them.1 

(The Department of Education and Science) 

4.2.3 The Prescribed Material for English in the Leaving Certificate 

Examination in 2008 

The Department of Education and Science instructs "the management 

authorities of second level schools with the prescribed material for English in the 

Leaving Certificate Examination in 2008"2. 

As this work focuses on Irish post-primary education in literature, there follows 

a list of Irish writers taken from "the list of prescribed material for English in the 

Leaving Certificate Examination in 2008"3. 

There are several Irish personalities (from The Republic of Ireland or Northern 

Ireland) mostly from Dublin, out of fifty-nine English language writers and their texts 

in the list of prescribed material. Here follows a list of such writers. There is an asterisk 

put where the writer is connected with Dublin, usually according to his or her place or 

due to his or her having lived and/or written there: 

1 The Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/lc_english_guide.pdf?language=EN>. Retrieved on 3 
February 2009 

2 The Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/home/home.jsp?maincat=&pcategory=17216&ecategory=17313&sectionpag 
e=&subject=17601&language=EN&link=&page=>. Retrieved on 31 January 2009 

3 The Department of Education and Science, 
<http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/lc_english guide.pdf?language=EN>. Retrieved on 1 
February 2009 
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*BOLAND, Eavan 

*DURCAN, Paul 

DEANE, Seamus 

DEVLIN, Anne 

FRIEL, Brian 

*HAMILTON, Hugo 

HARDIE, Kerry 

*HEANEY, Seamus 

* JOHNSTON, Jennifer 

*JOYCE, James 

MC CABE, Eugene 

MONTAGUE, John 

MOORE, Brian 

* MURPHY, Richard 

*0'CASEY, Sean 

O'CONNOR, Frank 

* SHERIDAN, Jim (director) 

TOIBIN, Colm 

* WILDE, Oscar 

The War Horse 

Child of Our Time 

The Famine Road 

The Shadow Doll 

White Hawthorn in the West of Ireland 

Outside History 

The Black Lace Fan my Mother Gave Me 

This Moment 

The Pomegranate 

Love 

Going Home to Mayo 

Reading in the Dark 

After Easter 

Philadelphia, Here I Come! 

The Speckled People 

May 

Postscript 

How Many Miles to Babylon? 

A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 

Death and Nightingales 

The Cage 

Like Dolmens Round My Childhood 

Lies of Silence 

Reading Lesson 

The Plough and the Stars 

My Oedipus Complex and Other Stories 

My Left Foot 

The Blackwater Lightship 

The Importance of Being Earnest 
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5 The Czech School System 

The Czech School System is being discussed in order to compare the Irish 

School system and to issue facts to consider for this thesis purpose. Other relevant 

information has been already discussed in earlier chapters, therefore it is not necessary 

to repeat it in this chapter. 

5.1 The Czech Curriculum 

In the Czech Republic there is "a new system of curricular documents"1 which 

is in correspondence with "new principles of curricular politics framed in the National 

Programme for the Development of Educational in the Czech Republic (so called 

"White Paper") and is embodied in the Act number 561/2004 Coll., on pre-school, 

primary, secondary and post-secondary technical and other education (the Education 

Act)"2 (translation mine). 

"On the state level the curriculum documents are represented by the Czech 

White Paper and the Educational Framework Programme."3 (translation mine). The 

Czech White Paper is of a higher importance than the Educational Framework 

Programme and it "sets off the rudimentary education as a whole"4 (translation mine) 

whereas "the Educational Framework Programme is dealing with each stage that is pre-

school, primary and secondary stage of education"5 (translation mine). It is the 

responsibility of every school to create "School Educational Programme according to 

which the school is accomplishing the education process"6 (translation mine). 

According to the National Programme for the Development of Education in the 

Czech Republic "the Czech White Paper is conceived as a systemic project formulating 

1 Rámcový vydělávací program pro základní vzdělávání s přílohou upravující vzdělávání žáků s lehkým 
mentálním postižením. Výzkumný ústav pedagogický v Praze 2005, p. 9 

2 ibid. 
3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 
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intellectual basis, general goals and development programmes of the education system 

in the medium term"1. 

The Czech White Paper takes into consideration that "the changes in Czech 
society and its other changes of everyday life"2(translation mine) are happening 

simultaneously with "great European and global processes influencing educational 

system, influencing education in general"3 (translation mine). The understanding of that 

leads to a statement that the creation of an educational programme in developed 

European countries is based on more or less similar principals. 

According to the Czech White Paper "a long-term education strategy for Czech 

society also calls for a more profound theoretical framework: an initial idea of the 

nature of a human being as an individual and of his or her relations to human society 

and the natural order"4. This is mentioned here, in this thesis, as it is suitable for 

grasping the idea that such a theorethical educational framework can be perceived in 

the Irish education framework also. 

Based on "the characteristics of the School Education Programm"5 there needs 

to be "a tution plan"6 created. It represents "the total of basic information about 

educational organization on the tutional subject level"7 (translation mine). More 

specific about each subject is "a tution structure"8 (translation mine). Every teacher 

should be involved in the creation of his or her "subject tution structure as it represents 

specific predication of the character and methods used for the realization of the tution 

content"9 (translation mine), that is a didactic analysis. 

1 Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport. National Programm for the development of education in the 
Czech Republic <http://aplikace.msmt.cz/pdf/whitepaper.pdf>. First published 4 December 2002, 
updated by Nezval Jiří on 1 February 2007, retrieved on 17 February. 

2 Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy. Národní program rozvoje vzdělávání v České republice: 
Bílá kniha. Ústav pro informace ve vzdělávání -Tauris, Praha 2001, pp.13 

3 ibid. 
4 Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport. National Programm for the development of education in the 

Czech Republic <http://aplikace.msmt.cz/pdf/whitepaper.pdf>. First published 4 December 2002, 
updated by Nezval Jiří on 1 February 2007, retrieved on 18 February 2009. 

5 Manuál pro tvorbu školních vzdělávacích programů v základním vzdělávání. Výzkumný ústav 
pedagogický v Praze 2005, pp. 44. 

6 ibid. 
7 ibid. 
8 ibid., pp. 55 
9 ibid. 
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5.2 Czech Language and Literature School Programme 

The whole educational content is divided into nine educational fields. The 

subject Czech language and literature falls into the educational field called Language 

and language communication. This educational field is considered fundamental in the 

educational process1 meaning that the realization of the subject Czech language and 

literature is central for communication and for obtaining knowledge; the understanding 

and knowledge of the Czech language and literature is necessary for realization of high 

quality education in Czech language. "The spoken as well as written usage of Czech 

language as mother tongue enables students to recognize and understand the socio-

historical development of human society"2 (translation mine). Next to that is the fact 

that through the language and literature education students acquire the understanding 

and perhaps skills of "effective interpersonal communication"3(translation mine). They 

learn how to interpret and express their own feelings and conceptions and through that 

they have the possibility to acquire basic "understanding of the perception of one's own 

individuality as well as the outside world"4(translation mine). 

Inquiring into literature field there is a particular focus on literature genres. 

Students should learn to recognize them. Along with that it is important to be able to 

"recognize the writer's artistic intentions and to be able to express one's own opinions 

about literary artefacts"5 (translation mine). Through the tution process it is desirable 

that the students acquire skills of productive literature perception, interpretation and 

even their own literature production. The whole process should help students to form 

"positive attitudes...and enrich their spiritual lives"6(translation mine). 

There is no prescribed material for the subject of literature. The Educational 

Framework Programme and subsequently the School Education Programme determine 

the general skills, abilities, acquirements and accomplishments the students should 

1 Rámcový vydělávací program pro základní vzdělávání s přílohou upravující vzdělávání žáků s lehkým 
mentálním postižením. Výzkumný ústav pedagogický v Praze 2005, pp. 18-20. 

2 Rámcový vydělávací program pro základní vzděláváni s přílohou upravující vzdělávání žáků s lehkým 
mentálním postižením. Výzkumný ústav pedagogický v Praze 2005, pp. 20 

3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 
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master. There is no given order as to the content of literature tution. For instance if we 

look at the role of genres, which seems to be considered important fundamentally on 

the elementary level of education, it can be predicted that the order of genres should 

respect "the known didactic principle: from simpler matters to more complex 

ones"'(translation mine). There can be a significant change seen in the requirements for 

accomplishments in literature. Before the Educational Framework Programm was 

issued and became valid students needed to know "a detailed biography of a writer, a 

list of his or her works, important dates and other facts, unnecessary overviews...and 

not to have the ability and skill to penetrate into texts and look for and find both artistic 

and human values."2(translation mine). 

5.3 Secondary School Literature Education and the Leaving State Examination 

The Educational Framework Programme for the Secondary Education is of a 

similar character as the Primary one. It is not therefore adequate to discuss it. 

Additionally it should be presented that the Educational Framework for the Secondary 

level of Education emphasises the "key competences...and the general overview 

adequate for an educated person on a secondary level"3 (translation mine). 

The guidelines for the Czech language and literature on the secondary level in 

contrast to the guidelines on the primary level focuses more on the general overview of 

historical periods. This includes international literature as well as Czech literature. In 

each period relevant personalities are being introduced and their contribution to literary 

development as well as literary cogitation is being interpreted. Students should be 

introduced to the Czech literature specifics and the Czech literature position in the 

international context. Generally the guidelines in the Educational Framework 

Programme emphasise the interconnection between subjects and broader educational 

fields.4 

1 Hoffmann, B. Pomáháme při tvorbě Školního vzdělávacího programu: obor Český jazyk a literatura. 
Albra, Úvaly 2006, pp. 12. 

ibid., pp. 16 
3 Rámcový vzdělávací program pro Gymnázia. Výzkumný ústav Pedagogický v Praze, 2007, pp. 8. 
4 Rámcový vzdělávací program pro Gymnázia. Výzkumný ústav Pedagogický v Praze, 2007, pp. 15. 
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The official web site for the Czech Education does not present any information 

on the Leaving State Examination. There can be independent articals on Education 

found. In order to learn more about the Leaving State Examination the individual 

schools need to be approached. Information considering this Examination can be found 

on the web sites of individual schools. There are usually a number of topics covering 

historical periods with respect to literature in general. The Czech literature backround is 

highlighted in the context of the international one. 
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6 Conclusion 

The contemporary Educational situation in the Czech Republic is under 

relatively new and unknown conditions. The last reform was enacted in 2004 and so 

the system is still developing and becoming established and is still experimenting. On 

the other hand, Ireland has its stable system with continuous development and 

improvement. 

As it was mentioned beforehand in the introduction of this thesis, the historical 

conditions may be fundamentally important for the purpose of this thesis but it has not 

been covered. That can be discussed in future research. 

By studying the Educational system of both republics differences can be seen in 

their respective organisations. The Irish system seems to have a more systematic 

approach in it's organization; it is structured logically from higher power down to 

eleborated departments and sections resonsible for specific fields. Each section is 

researched, analysed and the outcomes are being brought to conclusions contributing to 

improvement. There are researches being conducted based on direct communication 

and interaction with particular schools and persons in it. 

On the other hand the system in the Czech Republic seems to be more 

disorganized, there are questions being raised and discussed, new ideas brought with 

great enthusiasm, but the problem is that that is all that is being done about it. There is 

no entity uniting it, the system seems to be operating not from a solid core with 

elaborated layers, but starting somewhere from the middle and trying to gain on the 

already functioning foreign educational systems. The Czech system is developing 

toward sucessful aims. It is a question, however, of how long it will take, what effort it 

will cost and what processes it will experience. 

Comparing in particular the educational programmes, both republics have 

similar programmes, similar aims and means to fulfill them. The diffrence can be 

depicted in the organisation of it all again. The Irish system seems to have a more 

integrated process. There are indivindual agendas dealing with particular assements 

helping to develop the overall structure and process. As it was mentioned earlier, there 

has been research, reviews and guidelines incorporated into the whole system. 
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In this thesis the main focus is on Literature Education and there can be a 

significant difference seen in the managment of the created programmes. There are 

important approaches depicted, as well as in the Czech system, but in the Irish system 

the approaches are being deeply analysed and discussed and then unitied and 

consolidated. 

Another diffrence can be seen in the content of the English Leaving Certificate 

Examination. It is not for this thesis to judge which approach is better. The purpose of 

this thesis is to bring those two attitudes together in order to compare them. It lacks the 

actual system being seen under the light of reality, how it is put into practice. Irish 

Leaving State Examination seems to approach the practical manner, founding the 

knowledge and skills required on working with texts, on applying the skills of 

interpretation, students have to prove the ability to understand the values in literary 

texts and to apply them in reality. Based on that they are required to have knowledge 

about the cultural context, general viewpoint and themes. 

On the contrary, the Czech Leaving State Examination arranges stronger 

emphasis on knowledge, on the international historical overview with the focus on 

Czech development and personalities in relationship to the international one. From 

there arises the approach to particular literary texts and works. 

Studying those two systems on theorethical basis with less but some practical 

backround information, it could be assumed that the Irish school system operates with 

practical manipulation fundamentally whether the Czech system operates more with 

knowledge. Another aspect is that the Czech education tendency seems to be 

internationally oriented with the Czech element consequently integrated. Opposite to 

that can be seen the Irish tendency to study the national matters first. Both Irish and 

Czech systems tend to overlap the content of subjects into more general topics and 

overall knowledge. Another connecting element between those two systems can be seen 

in the genaral attitude to the respect of students' individual development and 

potentional, emphasising the educational development of general constructive 

knowledge, abilities and skills. 

An opinion arises from the creation and development of this thesis and related 

discussions. It combines the two somewhat diffrent attitudes to the process of education 
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in Ireland and the Czech Republic. One of the educational systems emphasises the 

international aspect and the other system the national aspect. Understanding the 

importance of gradual and systematic development with respect to one of the pedagogic 

rules of proceeding from elementary matters to the more complex ones can introduce a 

view of a development of one's own identity. It is perhaps important to emphasise the 

student's individuality first and then proceeding to the national awarness in order to 

introduce the international understanding of the process of existence. 

In order to assume an objective view it is necessary to research the actual 

situation in reality. This thesis prepares the fundamentals for farther study, research, 

reviews and analysis. It would be suitable to study the Irish language syllabus. The 

complication is that information available on the offical web sites of State institutions 

are posted in Irish language therefore the study of it requires knowledge of the Irish 

language. One of the above mentioned authorities has referred that the subject of Irish 

language in the Leaving Certificate focuses with a particular emphasis on national Irish 

writers. For reference see Appendix 3. 
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Appendix 1 

ank you for your email. 

: further information in respect of your query, I refer you to the 
tional Council for Curriculum & Assessment (NCCA), the departmental 
:ncy which is primarily responsible for the development of the school 
riculum at primary and post-primary level. The contact details for 
latter are as follows: 

:CA, 24 Merrion Square, Dublin 2, Ireland. Telephone: +353 1 661 7177, 
<: +353 1 661 7180, E-mail: info@ncca.ie <mailto: info@ncca.ie> 
îbsite: http://www.ncca.ie/ 

assist you in identifying the section of the NCCA website which might 
st meet your requirements, I am attaching a link to the section which 
ils with the subject of English as it is taught via Leaving 
rtificate (Established) programme, incorporating the syllabus and 
ching guidelines which apply in this regard. 

p://82.195.132.34/index.asp?locID=463&docID=-l 
nglish subject overview - scroll down page to select Leaving 
rtificate English Syllabus and Leaving Certificate English Guidelines 
• Teachers under Documentation section (Guidelines for Teachers may 
)ve particularly useful in your terms of your research) ] 

a matter of information, the Leaving Certificate (Established) 
amination represents (traditionally) the culmination of the Senior 
'cle in the post-primary context. It may be taken at Ordinary or Higher 
'el. There are other variants of this examination, but these would 
t necessarily be relevant for the purposes of your research project. 

2ase also see below link to the Department's website which will enable 
u to review the prescribed material for the English Leaving 
¡rtificate examinations from 2008 to 2010. This includes all the items 
literature on which students may be assessed and it will be a matter 
: you to determine the provenance of the writers concerned on the 
sis of the lists provided [the Department is not in a position to 
rry out research on behalf of students], 

;p://www.education.ie/home/home.jsp?maincat=17216&pcategory=17216&ecat 
ory=17233&sectionpage=&subject=17601&language=EN&link=&page= 
;e Circulars 0007/2006, 0006/2007 & 0008/2008 under English subject 
ading. Circular M60/05 - English Poetry Courses for years 2007 -2010 
so rele 

nally, while I have concentrated in this response to the Senior Cycle 

mailto:info@ncca.ie
mailto:%20info@ncca.ie
http://www.ncca.ie/
http://www.education.ie/home/home.jsp?maincat=17216&pcategory=17216&ecat


Appendix 1 

Thank you for your email. 

For further information in respect of your query, 1 refer you to the 
National Council for Curriculum & Assessment (NCCA), the departmental 
agency which is primarily responsible for the development of the school 
curriculum at primary and post-primary level. The contact details for 
the latter are as follows: 

NCCA, 24 Merrion Square, Dublin 2, Ireland. Telephone: +353 1 661 7177, 
Fax: +353 1 661 7180, E-mail: info@ncca.ie <mailto: info@ncca.ie> 
Website: http://www.ncca.ie/ 

To assist you in identifying the section of the NCCA website which might 
best meet your requirements, I am attaching a link to the section which 
deals with the subject of English as it is taught via Leaving 
Certificate (Established) programme, incorporating the syllabus and 
teaching guidelines which apply in this regard. 

http://82.195.132.34/index.asp?locID=463&docID=-l 
[English subject overview - scroll down page to select Leaving 
Certificate English Syllabus and Leaving Certificate English Guidelines 
for Teachers under Documentation section (Guidelines for Teachers may 
prove particularly useful in your terms of your research) ] 

As a matter of information, the Leaving Certificate (Established) 
Examination represents (traditionally) the culmination of the Senior 
Cycle in the post-primary context. It may be taken at Ordinary or Higher 
level. There are other variants of this examination, but these would 
not necessarily be relevant for the purposes of your research project. 

Please also see below link to the Department's website which will enable 
you to review the prescribed material for the English Leaving 
Certificate examinations from 2008 to 2010. This includes all the items 
of literature on which students may be assessed and it will be a matter 
for you to determine the provenance of the writers concerned on the 
basis of the lists provided [the Department is not in a position to 
carry out research on behalf of students], 

http://www.education.ie/home/home.jsp?maincat=17216&pcategory=17216&ecat 
egory= 1723 3&sectionpage=&subj ect= 17601 &language=EN&link=&page= 
[see Circulars 0007/2006, 0006/2007 & 0008/2008 under English subject 
heading. Circular M60/05 - English Poetry Courses for years 2007 -2010 
also rele 

Finally, while I have concentrated in this response to the Senior Cycle 
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of the post-primary curriculum, you can find information relating to the 
corresponding Junior Cycle as well as to the primary curriculum via the 
NCCA website. 

Trusting this is of assistance. If you have additional queries, please 
let me know. 

Regards 

Miriam Langtry 
South Eastern Regional Office 
Department of Education & Science 
sero@education.gov.ie 

mailto:sero@education.gov.ie


Appendix 1 

Dear Michaela, 
I am just back from Prague last week, what a pity we didnt't get to meet. 
Re your questions on post primary teaching of literature yes there is no 
emphasis on national writers exclusively. American and European writers 
in , poetry and prose are included. The European ones of course are Shakespeare 
in drama and Jane Austen for example in the novel. The poetry does include 
the works of some national writers Yeats and Kinsella and some interesting 
American poets-the ferminist Adrienne Rich for example.. 

However, with respect to interactive methods it seems to vary school to school 
and the teachers. Students may act out the Shakespeare play on their course 
of study and attend performances. Radio programmes also feature the Shakespeare 
that is on the curriculum. As you can see it is quite traditional. 
There is a set curriculum that students at second-level follow for the Junior 
Certificate and Leaving Certificate examinations which they can take at foundation, 
pass or honours levels. Points are arawarded on the basis of the grades in 
thr Leaving Certificate which are totalled and used for entrance to colleges 
or university. 

The NCCA is the national body for curriculum and standards and if you google 
them you could write to them also. I will be at an education conference on 
thursday next and will ask some questions about this for you.I work in sociology 
so I will speak to some of my colleagues in the English dept in my college 
and get their views which might be a help. 
That is all I can say for now. 
The very best with your work. 

Maeve 

>— Original Message ~ 
>Subject: A student from Prague 
>From: misa.007@volny.cz 
>To: Maeve.OBrien@spd.dcu.ie 
>Date: Sun, 29 Mar 2009 08:36:11 +0200 (CEST) 
> 
> 
>Dear Maeve, 
> 
>I'm a student of the Charles University of Prague. I'm in the third year,studying 
>at the Department of Education. 
> 
>I'm working on my bachelor thesis right now. Because of my interest in 
>Irish culture and appreciation of Irish writers, I'm writing my bachelor 
>thesis on that matter. 
> 
Particularly I'm looking into Literature Education on post-primary level. 
>1 was hoping to get in touch with teachers in question but I'm not lucky 
>with that. My plan was to go study for one semester to your school but 

mailto:misa.007@volny.cz
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>that unfortunately didn't work out and I'm left with electronic communication. 
>That is not very successful.I've contacted many schools.. Moreover I'm 
>not happy with such a way of communication. 
> 
>While studying and researching I came to reading of your review of literature 
>and research of Well-being and post-primary schooling. Very interesting, 
>by the way. 
> 
>And I was wondering if you may know what I'm looking for. You seem to 
>have an overview of post-primary schooling and I was wondering if you 
>could tell me what is the general attitude and approach to the literature 
>education. 
> 
>What I'm particularly interested to know is this: 
>Do schools emphasis Irish writers in particular? 
> 
>Is the Literature teaching approach generally interactively oriented? 
>What I mean is are there for instance projects being conducted to bring 
>closer the appreciation of national writers to a child? 
> 
>I've spent lots of my time since October trying to get someone in question 
>to communicate with me but with little success. I'm saying this in order 
>to show that I don't have really much time left to be redirected to 
>someone else perhaps more accurate to answer my question. 
>I'm hoping that you may have a view on the matter I've been researching 
>on and may be able to share with my your view, understanding and opinion 
>on that. It would be really highly appreciated, if you could take some 
>time and answer me, I would have a practical view on the literature 
>education and that would be very helpful. 
> 

>With Regards, 
>Michaela Sramkova 



Appendix 1 

Yes Michaela, 
as far as I understand it there is no special emphasis in irish writers in 
the English literature curriculum. 
However this is not true of the Irish langauge curriculum at Leaving Cert in 
the past there's a particular emphasis on irish language writers and 
literature. 
At third level there is a very particular focus on irish poetry and drama. 
I will write again next week to say what else I may have learned. 

all the best 
Maeve 

Original Message 
From: misa.007@volny.cz [mailto:misa.007@volny.cz] 
Sent: 30 March 2009 16:33 
To: Maeve.OBrien@spd.dcu.ie 
Subject: Re: RE: A student from Prague 

Dear Maeve, 
I'm so excited and happy from you getting back to me so quickly and with 
such helpful and willing to cooperate answer! It's really highly 
appreciated. 
It's a really pitty I hadn't contacted you earlier, it would have been 
an honour for me to meet you here in Prague. 
Just to express and explain my intereste in what I'm researching on-I've 
spent wonderful 3months two summers ago in Dublin. I was fascinated 
with the culture, one could feel the appreciation of the artistic heritage 
of various personalities, particularly writers all around,Dublin is 
full of it. Thanks to that I've started to think more about our culture 
and why I don't feel the appreciation of the heritage so much in 
Czech,namely 
Prague. An idea came to me to look into the Literature education for 
children. 
In my thesis I compare Irish and Czech Educational curriculum with focus 
on Literature. I decided for post primary level that I can compare the 
Leaving Certificates as well. 
Originally I expected that there would be an emphasis on Irish writers 
in the education. I have studied the NCCA website quite a lot.Thanks 
for the suggestion. I've studied the website of the Department of Education 
and Science as well. 
I was hoping to get a view into the practical side of literature education 
at Irish post primary schools. My expectations were that the teachers 
would conduct projects or other interactive methods devoted to Irish 
writers. My interest is particularly in Irish writers. 
What I'm trying to find out is if my expectations are right and there 
is an emphasis put on Irish writers in the classrooms at post primary 
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schools. 
From what you wrote me I understand that there is not a special emphasis 
on Irish writers on post primary schools. Did I understood you right? 
That is surprising for me but very interesting. 
If you would remember and discuss it with people you've mentioned, I 
would be very pleased, it would help me to understand the attitude of 
education in literature considering Irish national writers. 
I'm very glad I got in touch with you and can communicate with you. Even 
though you say your field is sociology it actually suits my interest. 
I'm generally interested in culture, in people, in education of children, 
i appreciate art, particularly drama and literature, it all goes together. 

That's perhaps little inconvenient for my bachelor thesis, because it's 
not suppose to be very wide,it must be quite short. And I'm having little 
difficulties to focus on just one problem. 
Anyway to make my point clear, what I would like to know is the treatment 
of Irish writers at post primary schools in Ireland. Can it be seen 
that there is or is not an emphasis on Irish writers? 

I hope my interest is understandable to you.. 

Best wishes, thanks a lot again, 
Michaela 


